
How to survive in the Rockies 
In Winter

Predators
The main two predators you’re going to come across 
are Black bears and mountain lions. These 
are both dangerous but have ways around them.

The black bear is a ferocious beast. DO NOT climb a 
tree as they will climb it faster than you and gain a bit 
more courage within trees. DO back away slowly 
and if it attacks, literally drop everything and run. 
When running it is advised to drop or chuck objects 
behind you as the bear, being curious will hopefully 
go and investigate it.

The mountain lion, on the other hand, you are 
advised NOT to run as this will trigger it’s instincts to 
chase. DO back away slowly and always keep 
upright. Calmly let it know you are afraid and it is in 
control of the situation. Speak to it calmly a human 
voices can scare it off.

      Shelter
   Shelter is an important factor for survival. A fire 
will only last for so long and the winds and cold 

render it practically useless. A shelter will protect 
you from the wind and snow.

To build one in the Rockies effectively, you need 
to find a boulder or cliff. Once you have chosen 
your spot, start placing sticks against the wall. 
Make sure the wall is sturdy. Do the same to 
make the back wall. Stick leaves on and over 

your shelter to make it waterproof. Lay dry moss 
on the ground if you want and you’re done
NOTE: Make sure that the rock is the ‘wall’ 

facing into the wind and the entrance is 90º to 
the wind.

Fire
This is needs to be one of your top priorities. 
This method needs five things:The sun, a 
pair of warmish hands, a fire ready to go, a 
knife and ice. First, get a piece of ice the size 
of a computer mouse. Then use the knife to 
craft a lens. (Remember, thinner at the edge, 
and thicker in the middle). Next, smooth off 
the lens with your hands. Finally, hold it at an 
angle to the sun and to the timber and wait 
until you see smoke, once you see smoke, 
gently blow to get your fire going. 
REMEMBER: the wood has to be dry.

Water
Water is essential to all life. In the 
Rockies, acquiring water isn’t an 
issue as you can get some from a 
river or melt snow. Although, drinking 
water straight off isn’t ok as there 
may be germs in it and it will be cold 
making you cold. Boil or at least 
warm your water.

Food
Food is important as it gives you 
energy. In the winter, food is sparse 
and rare. If you can find a stick, 
that isn’t used in your shelter, and 
sharpen it with a knife or stone. 
You now have a makeshift spear 
that can be used for fishing, killing 
small birds or mammals as well as 
defence.


